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IN MEMORIAM

“

My family and others across the
city made a pledge to the citizens
of Nashville to plant 500,000
new trees over the next 30 years.
The purpose of the campaign
is to help Nashville remain a
vibrant and healthy city while it
faces current unbridled growth.
Our pledge to Root Nashville is
not just a commitment to those
trees, but also a commitment to
Nashville’s future.”
— Martin S. Brown, Sr.
The Atticus Trust

“While we are deeply saddened by the passing of local environmental hero and philanthropist Martin S.
Brown in August 2019, we are overwhelmingly grateful to have had the opportunity to work side by side
and ‘fight the good fight’ with him. Martin was an incredible advocate for Nashvillians, and his family’s
generosity over the decades made so many programs possible. His commitment and values live in all
whom he touched, and we are proud to continue his hard work through Root Nashville.”
— Mekayle Houghton
Executive Director, Cumberland River Compact
August 2019
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Putting Down Roots
An O ver view

ROOT NASHVILLE IS A PUBLIC-PRIVATE CAMPAIGN TO PLANT
500,000 TREES IN DAVIDSON COUNTY BY 2050.

on our current canopy coverage and determined that 500,000 new trees were needed
to replace what was lost, keep pace with
development, and gain for the future.

Why now?
Our city is losing trees. Nashville is experiencing significant growth – with a 45% increase
in population between 2000 and 2017. This
growth is one factor contributing to our tree
losses. In addition, our canopy is aging. An
intensive, citywide campaign is needed to restore and bolster our canopy. Trees not only
keep Nashville beautiful but are a key part of
our city’s critical infrastructure.
How we’ve grown
The Root Nashville campaign launched in
October 2018, but the roots of the movement were planted in 2016 when Metro
Nashville convened the Livable Nashville
Committee. This group of 42 local public and
private leaders found that the tree canopy in
Nashville’s urban zone fell from 28% to 24%
between 2008 and 2016. This is far below
many comparable cities across the country.

Sizwe Herring of New Earth Matters (left) and Rev. Edwin C.
Sanders, II (right) at Metropolitan Interdenominational Church,
the site of the very first tree planting of the Root Nashville
campaign.

The Livable Nashville Committee listened
to communities and neighborhoods to help
develop a vision for enhancing Nashville’s livability and environmental quality. They used
this input to propose a tree-planting campaign to restore the city’s urban canopy.

Planning for Root Nashville began in earnest
when the Cumberland River Compact was
named operational lead and the campaign
received a generous start-up donation for operations from The Atticus Trust. Together with
key advisors from the sustainability team of
Bloomberg Associates, the Cumberland River
Compact and Metro Nashville recruited additional partners, gathered data and set goals,
and planted the first tree of the campaign on
October 3, 2018.

The campaign
With the recommendation of a citywide
tree-planting campaign from the Livable
Nashville Committee, experts gathered data
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Campaign Goals
IN ADDITION TO PLANTING 500,000 TREES,
THE CAMPAIGN IS GUIDED BY KEY SUB-GOALS:

Equitable canopy distribution
Trees are not evenly distributed across
our neighborhoods, and we aim to
change that.

Improve water quality
Trees reduce stormwater runoff and
filter pollutants, enabling cleaner
water to reach our waterways.

Promote public health
Trees improve respiratory health,
especially for children with asthma.

Diversify our canopy
The invasive Emerald Ash Borer (or
EAB) has arrived in Nashville. The
campaign is planting a diversity of
species to help minimize these losses.

Cool our city
Trees lower temperatures by providing shade, and through the process of
evapotranspiration.

FA Q s
Which trees count towards the citywide
goal?
All 1” caliper trees count towards the goal —
those planted by developers, nonprofits, private citizens, and others. Anyone can plant a
tree! In fact, we encourage it.

How does the Root Nashville campaign
keep track of new trees?
Trees are plotted online through the mapping software TreePlotter. Anyone can
explore exactly what trees have been planted and where, and can add their own newly
planted trees to the map.

What kind of trees are being planted?
We are planting native and adapted species
that are at least 1” caliper. (Translation: we’re
planting big, strong trees that will last!) Trees
of this size are usually at least six feet tall or
more. The campaign follows the Metro Tree
Advisory Committee’s list of recommended
and prohibited trees.

How is the campaign ensuring that the
new trees survive?
We’re not just planting trees; we are also
taking care of them. Root Nashville has added a tree care program through the Cumberland River Compact to help water, prune,
and maintain the newly planted trees.
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Timeline
AU G U S T, 2019
#PledgetoPlant launched

APRIL 12, 2019

SPRING PLANTING

Campaign milestone

SEASON

achieved, with 5,000th

January through early April

tree planted

FEBRUARY 2018
Executive Order 40

names Nashville’s canopy
as a city asset and

outlines improvements

FA L L P L A N T I N G
SEASON
October through

early December

OCTOBER 2018
Kick-off of the campaign,
and first tree planted

SUMMER 2018
Advisory Board formed
and impact areas

identified

SPRING 2018
Campaign partners identified and
countywide planting goal set

2016
Livable Nashville Committee
recommends the goal of
planting 500,000 trees
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Top left: Temperature experiments at Waterfest.
Top right: Planting along the greenway near Hull
Jackson Montessori. Middle left: Gibson Creek
event for Martin Luther King Jr. Day 2019. Middle
right: Volunteering through our Tree Care Program.
Right: “How Place Affects Health” speaker series
with NashvilleHealth and Metro Public Health.
Below: Tree plantings can accommodate volunteer
groups of all sizes!
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Root Nashville Team
Lead Par tners

T H E R O O T N A S H V I L L E C A M PA I G N I S T H E F I R S T- O F - I T S - K I N D P U B L I C PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN NASHVILLE. THE CAMPAIGN IS A PARTNERSHIP
B E T W E E N T H E C U M B E R L A N D R I V E R C O M PA C T, W H I C H L E A D S T H E D AYTO-DAY OPERATIONS OF THE CAMPAIGN, AND METRO NASHVILLE. METRO
WATER SERVICES IS THE LEAD CAMPAIGN PARTNER FROM METRO.

“All Nashvillians will reap the many benefits
that come from planting trees including safer,
more prosperous neighborhoods, cleaner air
and water, energy savings, greater resilience
to flooding and extreme heat, and improved
mental and physical health.”

“Trees provide environmental, social, and
economic benefits. Planting trees is one of the
most cost-effective ways to decrease flooding
and promote cleaner waterways; therefore,
trees are a critical strategy in Nashville’s stormwater management. This is why Metro Water
Services is fully committed to our partnership
in the Root Nashville campaign.”

— Mekayle Houghton, Executive Director
Cumberland River Compact

— Scott Potter, Director
Metro Water Services

Trees and water are a match made in the
shade. The Compact’s mission is to enhance
the health and enjoyment of the Cumberland
River and its tributaries through education,
collaboration, and action. Trees fit into this
equation by strengthening stream banks, preventing soil erosion, cleaning water, beautifying our city, and much more. The Cumberland River Compact has a long history of tree
planting in the Cumberland River basin.

What’s one of the cheapest and most efficient
ways to mitigate stormwater runoff?
Planting trees, of course. Metro Water Services provides water, wastewater, and stormwater services to over 250,000 residents.
Their mission? To supply, treat, manage, and
protect our water resources in a sustainable
manner for the benefit of all who live, work,
and play in our community.
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Root Nashville Team
Advisor y Board and Additional Par tners

Our work is guided by an Advisory Board,
which consists of partner organizations that
contribute expertise to help guide and support the campaign, and expand its impact.
NashvilleHealth leads this group as chair of
the Advisory Board.

Additional Metro Support
Metro General Services
Metro Parks & Recreation
Metro Planning Department
Metro Public Works
Metro Department of Codes & Building Safety

Why the unique structure? We can’t achieve
our bold goal alone and we are stronger together. Through partnerships, we are able to
align our strategies and get more work done.

Other friends and tree planters
Davidson County Sheriff’s Office
Metro Nashville Public Schools
Nashville Electric Service
Nashville Tree Conservation Corps
Tennessee Department of Transportation
Tennessee Division of Forestry
Tennessee Environmental Council
Tennessee State University
Tennessee Tree and Shrub
TN American Society of Landscape Architects
Trevecca Nazarene University

Advisory Board
NashvilleHealth, Chair
Cumberland River Compact, Operational Partner
Metro Water Services, Lead Metro Partner
Hands On Nashville
Mayor’s Office
Metro Public Health Department
The Nature Conservancy
Nashville Tree Foundation
Urban Land Institute
Metro Tree Advisory Committee (MTAC)
Through the Metro Beautification and Environment Commission, MTAC’s purpose is to
assist in educating the community and agencies of the Metropolitan Government regarding the value of trees and proper techniques
for the planting, maintenance, and removal
of trees. Thank you to MTAC for taking up the
Root Nashville campaign!
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5,447

SPRUCING UP NASHVILLE
What We’ve Accomplished So Far
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WHERE WE’VE PLANTED

36%
Parks

18%
Schools

16%

Single-family
Residences

10%

Industrial
Properties

9%

Commercial
Properties

6%

Multi-family
Residences

3%

Churches

W H AT W E ’ V E P L A N T E D

21.5%
Eastern
Redbud

14.2%

Red Maple

14.1%

11.4%
Yoshino
Cherry

Overcup
Oak

7.2%

7.0%

6.2%

5.7%

5.2%

Nuttall
Oak

Sweetbay
Magnolia

Tulip
Poplar

Bald
Cypress
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Swamp
White Oak

7.7%

River
Birch

2%
Other

300
WE

ENGAGED

MORE

THAN

VOLUNTEERS
Increased property values by

$91,947

STORMWATER RUNOFF PREVENTION

757,884
GALLONS

REMOVED

SAVED

42,775

120,966
pounds of carbon from
the atmosphere

KILOWATTS OF ENERGY
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S U P P O R T E R S H O U T- O U T

“Nissan is delighted to support Root Nashville in their efforts to improve the community in which we work, live, and play. The goal of planting 5,000 trees within six
months is a grand feat and employees felt truly honored to be a part of this milestone
toward reaching the overall Root Nashville goal to plant 500,000 trees by 2050. The
event motivated employees to do more and help Root Nashville with future initiatives.”
— Nissan North America’s Green Team
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T-OOUUTT
SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERR SSHHOOUUT-

Thanks to our generous sponsor Lowe’s for providing
in-kind support to the campaign!

“Bridgestone was excited to learn about and
support the Root Nashville campaign. The
campaign helps beautify the community
where Bridgestone has made our home
and located our Americas corporate headquarters. But of more value, these type
activities squarely align with Bridgestone’s
environmental commitment to help ensure
a healthy environment for current and future
generations. From the multitude of individual

tree plantings like these Root Nashville efforts
to forest enhancement like our recent Chestnut Mountain donation, we are actively engaged in environmentally sustainable efforts.
I find Root Nashville to be especially interesting
from the scientific approach of tracking tree location and growth to measuring actual positive
health impacts on the local community
—inspiring and data driven.”

— James DeMouy
Vice President of Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability
Bridgestone Americas
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Impact areas
While Root Nashville seeks to plant trees
across all Davidson County, we have also
determined neighborhoods for focused,
intensive plantings. These neighborhoods
can benefit from increased canopy coverage
the most. The goal of creating an equitable
canopy distribution guided our work.

First, we gathered key data pieces –- percentage of canopy cover by sub-area, rates of
respiratory disease, surface temperature,
watersheds with high ratio of impaired
streams, and percentage of low-income residents. Then, we synthesized our findings.
The result? Tree plantings will greatly benefit
the neighborhoods of Madison, North Nashville, and South Nashville.
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Other accomplishments
Tree tracking system
Root Nashville is data-driven. Even before the
very first tree of the campaign was planted,
the team ensured that we had a data system
in place that all partners – and community
members, too! – could utilize. The online
TreePlotter system easily tracks where the
trees have been planted, their species, and
the benefits they provide to the community.
The Cumberland River Compact, Metro, our
nonprofit partners, and community members,
all use this new system to add and track newly planted trees. TreePlotter can be accessed
through Root Nashville’s website, and visitors
can quickly find information about the benefits that these trees provide: energy savings,
pounds of pollutants removed, runoff prevention in gallons, increase in property value,
and more.
Tree Care Program
Young trees are vulnerable, and need some
extra love to ensure that they survive. A new
Tree Care Program was created at the
Cumberland River Compact to address this
need. Through this program, new plantings
are watered, pruned, and properly cared for.
In our first year, we maintained 1,000+ trees
in parks, schools, and residences. Be on the
lookout for the Root Nashville maintenance
truck in your neighborhood.

This interactive, online map (above) from our TreePlotter
software shows where trees have been planted so far.

Supporting Events & Activities
Engaging the community about the benefits
of an increased urban canopy is another key
strategy of the campaign. To energize residents about planting on their own property,
raising awareness is critical. One supporting
event in the campaign’s first planting season
was “How Place Affects Health,” a panel hosted by NashvilleHealth and the Metro Public
Health Department. The discussion focused
on how Nashville can prioritize and plan for
development that promotes sustainable,
equitable, and healthy places to live, work,
and play.
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planting events sponsored by
the Root Nashville campaign
Gibson Creek for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (two sites)
Gibson Creek Lower Stratton
Gibson Creek Neely’s Chase
Metropolitan Interdenominational Church
Trevecca Nazarene University
440 Greenway
Ravenwood Park
Urban Housing Solutions affordable housing site
Tennessee State University
Percy Priest Elementary School
Nissan Stadium
John Early Middle School
Hull Jackson Montessori Magnet School
Mill Ridge Park orchard
Red Caboose
Events with multiple grant recipients,
including Nashville Tree Foundation
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Where We’re Growing
Expec ted Outcomes and Future Plans

ROOT NASHVILLE IS A CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO GROW. AFTER THE 2018
LAUNCH, SEASONAL PLANTING TARGETS WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE,
AND WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT OTHER UPCOMING PROJECTS THAT WILL
RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN AND THE BENEFITS OF AN
I N C R E A S E D U R B A N C A N O P Y.

Looking ahead
Trees as education

Root Nashville is a long-term campaign, so
we are working to get the next generations
excited about trees. We have developed a series of tree-related lesson plans and activities
for teachers. The lessons explore how to connect trees to science, technology, engineering, art, and math, (known as STEAM) as well
as literacy initiatives. We trained elementary
STEAM teachers on this curriculum during
MNPS’s Magnet Schools training and for the
STEAM and Science Teacher In-Service in
Summer 2019. We will continue to expand
on this curriculum, share resources with our
local schools, and provide ways for youth to
be involved.

Pledge to Plant

Tree planting doesn’t take place year-round,
so the campaign
developed a way
for residents
to show their
excitement
for planting
during the
warmer months
through the
“Pledge to
Plant.” Citizens,
or groups like
businesses and
churches, can take the
pledge on the Root Nashville website, and
then proudly display their commitment by
sharing the badge graphic.

Expand green collar jobs program

More new trees means more maintenance, to
ensure survivability. We are exploring ways
to create green collar jobs -- especially in
our impact areas of North Nashville, South
Nashville, and Madison -- to support the local
economy and provide excellent care for all
our city’s new trees. A win-win!
STEAM teachers received tree-related training and lessons
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Giving the gift of a tree

For loved ones who already have it all, or for
other friends and family who love Nashville,
the campaign will offer a “Gift-A-Tree” program for the holidays. This program will allow
givers to send an acknowledgement to their
loved one about the tree that was purchased
in their honor.

Advocacy for preservation

Planting new trees is important, but we must
also protect our existing canopy. Root Nashville’s operational lead, the Cumberland River
Compact, is working with partner nonprofits
(Nashville Tree Foundation, Southern Environmental Law Center, Nashville Tree Conservation Corps) to recommend preservation
policies as a unified voice.
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“

Trees make your life better and healthier, as
science has demonstrated again and again. We
know that the immediate environment has a
huge impact on Nashvillians’ health outcomes,
and this collaborative campaign puts a clear
strategy in place to make a difference. The early
focus on Impact Neighborhoods will bring the
promise of improved quality of life and well
being to local residents.”
— Senator Bill Frist
Founder and Chairman of NashvilleHealth,
chairman of the Root Nashville Advisory Board
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Keep rooting for us!

Get involved with the Root Nashville campaign

Planting 500,000 trees by 2050 is a lofty goal. We need supporters like you to make it happen!

Plant

Volunteer

Commit to water and care for trees in
your neighborhood
Volunteer with Root Nashville (tree
care and/or planting)

Pledge to plant a tree during the next
planting season
Plant a tree on your property
Log your tree through TreePlotter

Donate

Advocate

Invite Root Nashville to your
neighborhood meetings and
community events
Spread the word about Root Nashville
Follow us on social media, and share

Set up an automatic donation that
supports the purchase of new trees
Sponsor a planting and employee
engagement day with your company
Donate in-kind supplies

Have an idea not listed here? Reach out! Meg Morgan, Campaign Manager at meg.morgan@cumberlandrivercompact.org.
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Additional Information
Operational details and financial information

Root Nashville launched in October 2018
as a partnership between the Cumberland
River Compact and the city of Nashville. The
Cumberland River Compact’s fundraising on
behalf of the campaign supports campaign
staff, the urban tree canopy maintenance
program, and tree plantings on both public
and private lands.
The Compact is the grateful recipient of a
large donation from Martin Brown to launch
this campaign and support operations for the
first five years. Due to Martin Brown’s generosity, all other donations support tree planting and critical maintenance during the first

two years. We exceeded our planting goals
with support from Nissan, Bridgestone, LP
Building Materials, Pinnacle Financial Partners, Verizon, the National Football League
and private donors.
For detailed financial information about the
campaign’s operational lead, the Cumberland River Compact, please visit the Compact’s GivingMatters page at givingmatters.
com. For more information about the Metro
Nashville budget, including more about Metro Water Services, please visit nashville.gov/
finance/management-and-budget/citizensguide-to-the-budget.
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IN LOVING MEMORY

Martin S. Brown, Sr.
1938 - 2019
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